
The Triple Helix 
Here are some notes on a possible third strand of Graves’ helix. I wonder if something like this 
makes sense. 

LIfe Conditions Outside
Helix I

Relationships Mind capacities 
Inside
Helix II

A: What nature and 
instinct provide

Basic mammalian relationships; merger with 
environment

N: Behave much as 
other animals do

B: Mysterious harmony 
and reciprocality

spirit relations, elders, ancestors (parents), 
seers. No separate sense of self, so no 
conflict with the tribe or clan. Simple 
reciprocal sharing.

O: Placate spirits, 
follow ancestral 
ways

C: rough and hard like a 
jungle

Unregulated impulses control interactions 
with others. Power of self over others or 
submission to more powerful other. Others 
are either stronger or weaker: either 
potential predators or prey; yet, beginning of 
shame shows beginning of relational sense 
and awareness of self and others. Conflict, 
friendships, and competition are at the 
immediate, impulsive, unreflective and 
uncalculating level. 

P: fight to survive in 
spite of others

D: Vulnerable to evil; fear 
of society at risk

One-up, one-down, and horizontal peer 
relationships. Establishing relative 
relationship in hierarchical system; charity 
and/or caregiving for those below, 
deference and/or reverence for those 
above. Parity and possibly some 
competition with those at same level for 
upward mobility within the hierarchy. 
Conflict a result of ideological differences, 
not personality differences.  Harmony with 
those who share the values (meme) 
system. Right and wrong strictly defined 
and also definitional for relationships. 
Judgmental and unsparing with self and 
others. A common theme is the fall from 
righteousness into damnation and (possibly) 
restoration by mercy and grace or good 
works. 

Q: obey rightful 
authority with 
purpose



E: full of opportunities for 
success

Instrumental relationships: others may be 
necessary to get individual needs met or 
accomplish individual personal goals. Little 
sense of responsibility toward others. 
Intimacy, caregiving not virtues here. 
Conflict and competition with others the 
norm. Self-help projects often focus on 
developing relationship skills for competitive 
advantage. Strategic alliances, including 
friendships, to advance individualistic 
agendas or projects. 

R: Pragmatically test 
options for success

F: The natural habitat of 
all living things

“Family of man:” striving toward equitable 
relationships with other people as valued 
contributors to a social whole. The self/other 
split is reserved for those who don’t share 
these values. Consensus model: everyone 
is included, everyone heard. Conflict: to be 
avoided or processed collectively. 
Competition: anathema. “No-win” games 
and sports develop. 
Strong sense of responsibility for “the whole 
world” and the suffering of others. Everyone 
is related (except for those who could, but 
inexplicably do not, embody the memetic 
values); every part of each person is 
welcome, as long as it plays nice with 
others. Giving voice to those who have not 
been heard. 

S: Form 
interdependent 
communities
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A’: Complex system at 
risk of collapse

My best guess: Variable, floating, often 
transient relationships that form with 
complete intimacy and openness for 
temporary purposes or to solve a particular 
set of problems. These relationships and 
social groups are characterized by flexibility 
and flow. They may serve strategic ends or 
simply pleasurable connectedness. They 
may be long or short-lived, but separation is 
effortless and reconnections also 
effortlessly  accomplished. Deep 
connections that do not have a sense of 
need or compulsion, guilt or shame 
associated with them, but are characterized 
by curiosity, friendliness, and genuine 
compassion. Helping relationships are 
accomplished at the level of the person or 
group’s capacities, as peers, not one-up, 
one-down teacher/student, doctor/patient  
kinds of relations. No one needs to be 
“included” because by definition no one is 
regarded as “left out” or lacking self-agency 
for connecting voluntarily. Everyone already 
always belongs: what they belong to, and 
how they belong to it may be quite variable, 
but relationally, there is nothing that needs 
to be “fixed.” Conflict and disagreement are 
recognized as inevitable (partly because 
this system recognizes and understands the 
other values systems) and as dynamically 
changing; they are also important sources 
of information about the state of the social 
structures or systems and the need for new 
ideas and new solutions to problems. A 
major problem to be addressed at this level 
is how to help people have, at the very 
least, respectful and non-destructive, and 
optimally, healthy relationships across 
diverse value systems. 

N’: Learn how to 
survive and 
understand
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B’: A single living entity My best guess: Fewer beings, fewer 
options, fewer viable habitats; coming 
together to unite in restoring and protecting 
the world for future generations and the 
survival/well-being of the whole Gaia 
ecosystem. Not self/not other relationships 
that recognize all living things as 
expressions of one life energy, myriad 
interdependent subtle energy fields joined in 
a common meaningful whole and living 
purpose. Looking for a positive outcome 
together for “experiment Earth.” 

O’: Seek order and 
form within chaos
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